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SELF REFLECTION IS HARD FROM AN UNFLATTERING ANGLE



At the dentist
2019
100 x 70
oil & dry pastel on canvas 

Images from the exhibition
 Self Reflection is Hard From an Unflattering Angle (Master2020)

at Galeria Posibilă (Bucharest), photos by  Veronica Negrilă



No more haircuts at Claudiu Mateescu
100x70 
mixed media on paper

Photographed by  Veronica Negrilă



The Transfiguration (The Priest Boy)
100x70
mixed media on paper

Photographed by  Veronica Negrilă



The Faint 2021
100 x 100

oil paint, dry pastel, stitched canvasPhotographed by Bogdan Gîrbovan



Nina & Marc 
2019
100 x 70
oil on canvas

Images from the exhibition
 Self Reflection is Hard From an Unflattering Angle (Master2020)

at Galeria Posibilă (Bucharest), photos by  Veronica Negrilă



The Love Square
2021

150x200
mixed media on unstreched canvas

A painting depicting a reference to the concept of danse macabre in 
the setting of Lake Morii (from Bucharest, Romania). Done on a piece 
of cloth, the work which is presented as an installation, takes the form 
of the space in which it is placed, encompassing the elements of an 
affected ambient by balancing elements of life and death, fluidity and 
human interaction, just to name a few. The work can act as a mat, 
regardless of it`s placement  (on a bush / a pile of soil / on the wall).



Two selfportraits - M and W  have a simbiotic relationship and they have 
been placed as exhibition openers at Galeria Posibilă (Bucharest).They 
initiate an idea such as “Here I sat and I thought”, an opening through 
introspection, which is a recurring theme of the exhibition. W is the 
female correspondent of M and M is the male correspondent of W. The 
scheme in red on the wall represents a room corner.

W & M 2019, 2020
50 x 70

colored pencil, dry pastel, collage on paper

Images from the exhibition
 Self Reflection is Hard From an Unflattering Angle (Master2020)

at Galeria Posibilă (Bucharest), photos by  Veronica Negrilă



Semaine Folle
2019 

50x70 cm 
colored pencils and dry pastel on paper

Triptych done during a workshop in Besançon, France, with the maroccan 
artist Soufiane Ababri.  After a visit at the city’s art museum, the theme was 
set on dominanted and dominants, which I interpreted visually by analising 
the social interdependence between museum’s visitors. The workshop ended 
with an exhibition + performance.

Image from the exhibition
 Self Reflection is Hard From an Unflattering Angle (Master2020)

at Galeria Posibilă (Bucharest), photo by  Veronica Negrilă





Universal Skin (Mami) in the setting of an installation
2021

1,85 m x 50 cm
embroidered synthetic yarn, plastic beads, 

electrostatically painted metal frame

                                                                           photos by Balint Csok

A layer of skin that can be molded on various surfaces that it occupies and 
inhabits. The masculine and feminine elements that compose it are being left to 
the will of the hands that want to touch and understand it beyond appearance,  
as the elements are a representation of the balance of its polarities. In the chair, 
the skin transforms into a tapestry, thus becoming an integral part of the room, 
to provide a testimony of its presence and absence in the space.

The metal frame acts as a replica for a room corner, which places the 
embroidered piece in a contextual chamber. The room is the setting in which the 
character has the ability to manifest itself in a self sufficient manner, while also 
integrating the viewer and the outerworld. 
On one of the ”walls” lays an embroidered poem, written by the romanian poet 
Ioana Geacăr. The poem acts as a window in the installation.



Ode to  Lake Morii
 (poem dedicated to a lake in Bucharest)

2020

Images from the exhibition
 Self Reflection is Hard From an Unflattering Angle (Master2020)

at Galeria Posibilă (Bucharest), photos by  Veronica Negrilă



Love languages on a stained waterbed
2021

1oox70
oil paint and dry pastel on canvas



Self Reflection is Hard from an Unflattering Angle
2020

16x28 cm
exhibition book



I am my father`s son

A couple of works based on my observation on masculinity and 
that it tends to be seen as a rather negative trait, as it is being used 

in terms that describe negative attributes among others. Instead 
of coexisting with the feminine, masculinity is linked to aggression, 
which stands as an opposite for the empathetic approach. Without 
putting much emphasis on the visuality of the struggle, the works 
are meant to present masculinity in a non opressing manner, but 
rather showcasing the serenity and the acceptance of their own 

identity, the one that has settled in a balanced manner, in order to 
acquire the image that they represent, regardless of gender.

The Happiest I`ve Ever Been 
2021

120 x 90 cm
oil and dry pastel on canvas

Photographed by Veronica Negrilă



Mitcu,  The Black Sea Pirate (Super Sex) 2018 - photograph, 35 mm

Mitcu, The Black Sea Pirate 2019  illustration, colored pencils on paper, 21 x 14 cm

The Black Sea Privateer // The Fully Toothed Bucaneer
2021

glazed ceramic, silicone, spray



This series started in the summer of 2018 when I had the chance to 
photograph Mitcu, a fisherman from Krapets, Bulgaria. The tattoo on 

his back wrote “Super Sex”, and he kindly agreed to have his photo 
taken. Since then, I remade him in various mediums, pairing him 

with a swan (reffering to the portraits of influential people and their 
lion pets) and also filling his image with the color pink. I see him as 
a key character in my body of work, as he manages to embody an 

image of a rough, tough and coarse person. 
I intent to continue de series in order to explore his masculinity as 

well as his femininity furthermore.

Pink Lasagna (Marga) 2021
95 x 90 x 30 cm

extruded polystyrene boards and polyurethane foam 



Little Red Riding Hood 2021
180 x 150 cm

oil paint and dry pastel on canvas 

Image from the
 collective exhibition - ”Exploring art and nature”, Rendez vous aux jardin 
organized at the Ghica Domains in Răcari, Romania photo by  Diana Păun



The Self Reflection is Hard From an Unflattering Angle 
project began in 2018 and it is rooted in an `ideal` of 
melancholy, representations of self-irony, a search 
for memory and a concentration of interactions that 
culminate in the manifestation of unity. The works 
are strongly dedicated to interpersonal relationships, 
illustrating moments of what it means to be, through 
circumstances in which the characters look for themselves, 
manifest obsessions, ambiguities, mainly a problem, the 
outcome being collective and revealing itself through 
entropy: illustrations, paintings, photographs, sculptures, 
etc. that meet and communicate their message in unison.


